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Regression quantiles provide a natural and powerful approach for robust analysis 
of the general linear model. However, departures from independence and sta- 
tionarity of the errors can have an extremely potent effect on statistical analysis. 
Here, a Bahadur representation for regression quantiles is provided for error 
processes which are highly non-stationary (i.e., for which there is a nonvanishing 
bias term) and which are close to being m-dependent. The conditions for dependence 
are based on a decomposition of Chanda, Puri, and Ruymgaart which covers linear 
processes; and, hence, includes ARMA processes. Q 1991 Academic press, ~nc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The history of the development and analysis of procedures robust to 
departures from distributional assumptions has been long and illustrious. 
The study of procedures robust to other model assumptions, however, has 
been much less extensive. In dependent situations, Gastwirth and Rubin 
[S] initiated the study of the asymptotic behavior of robust estimators and 
tests. The author [24,25] discussed optimal M-estimation when the 
dependence is small. Koul [ 133 discusses robust estimation in linear 
models when the errors are dependent, and more recent work following 
Martin [14] develops robust methods for time series models. Recently, 
Babu [2] obtained asymptotic results for LAD estimators when their 
errors satisfy appropriate mixing conditions. Departures from stationarity 
can be even more influential to the behavior of statistical procedures. 
Carroll and Ruppert [3] summarize much of what is known, including 
work on M-estimators; but they concentrate on formal models for 
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heteroscedasticity. Koenker and Bassett [lo] and Portnoy [20] consider 
the use of regression quantiles for testing nonstationarity, and Guten- 
brunner and JureEkova [6] present general results on regression quantiles 
under local heteroscedastic models. The focus of the research here is the 
asymptotic behavior of regression quantiles under more general 
heteroscedasticity and dependence assumptions. 
Regression quantiles were developed by Koenker and Bassett [9] and 
provide a natural and extremely powerful generalization of the notion of 
sample quantile to the general linear model. Consider the linear model. 
yj = x:p + u;, i = 1, . ..) n. (1.1) 
Without loss of generality, take the first coordinate xi, = 1 and the 
remaining coordinates satisfying x .j = 0 for j = 2, . . . . p. Traditionally {ui} 
form an i.i.d. sample from some c.d.f. F, though here the distributional 
assumptions will be far more general (see Section 2). In the regression 
setting, there is no natural notion of an ordering of the sample observations. 
However, it is easy to extend the implicit approach which defines sample 
quantiles as those values minimizing (over 5) I;=, P&~-- <), where 
p&u)=eu+ +(l -qu-. In particular, define the “regression quantiles” 
B,= bERP: i ps(.v,-x,!b)=min 
i= 1 
These analogues of the sample quantiles for the linear model were 
proposed in Koenker and Bassett [9] and they successfully generalize the 
fundamental properties of the sample quantiles to the linear model. In 
general, there will be “break points,” 
o=e,<e,< .‘. <8,=1, 
such that B, contains a single fixed estimator, B(0), for ej < 0 < 0,+, . Each 
b(e) is tit exactly by a set of p points which may be viewed as a generaliza- 
tion of an order statistic. In particular, the p-point subsets fit exactly by 
j?(O) and j(l) are extreme “observations” in the sense that they may be 
used in detecting outliers (see Portnoy [17, 191). 
The general regression quantile function {b(e) :8 E [O, 1 ] } is by delini- 
tion the piecewise constant function equal to the unique element of BB on 
the intervals (e,, e,+i) and chosen to be an arbitrary element of B, for 
e=ej, j= 1, . . . . J,,. A sample quantile function analogue, Q(e), can be 
defined as Q(0) = Z’B(e), where X is the average of the design vectors xi 
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(see Bassett and Koenker [l] ). This quantile function can be inverted to 
define an empirical c.d.f. estimator 
which estimates the error distribution F. The asymptotic distribution 
theory was provided by Koenker and Bassett [9] who show the joint 
normality of a finite number of quantile estimators, {j?(Oi):i= 1, . . . . k}. The 
theory also applies to the c.d.f. estimator p” showing that the process 
n”‘(F,Jx)-F(x)) has exactly the same asymptotic behavior as the usual 
one sample empirical c.d.f. (see Portnoy [ 161). These distributional results 
provide a basis for statistical inference based on regression quantiles. 
Ruppert and Carroll [22] discussed “trimming” observations on the basis 
of regression quantiles, and Koenker [26] discussed hypothesis testing. 
Koenker and Portnoy [ 123 provided a general theory of L-estimators for 
the linear model, and Portnoy and Koenker [21] have shown how to use 
regression quantiles to construct fully adaptive estimators of “slope” 
parameters in the linear model. 
The regression quantile estimators are computable by standard linear 
programming methods. An efficient algorithm for computing the regression 
quantile process { BB : 8 E [0, 1 ] } is presented in Koenker and d’Orey [ 111. 
Portnoy [18] shows that the number of breakpoints satisfies J,, = 
O,(n log n); and, in fact, J, < 3n in all examples the author has tried. Thus, 
regression quantiles are readily computable (with the computation time for 
the entire regression quantile process being O(n3)). 
This work strongly shows the importance of studying the behavior 
of regression quantiles in nonstationary, dependent cases. The main 
result here (Theorem 3.1) provides a uniform Bahadur representation for 
regression quantiles analogous to that of Koenker and Portnoy [ 12, 
Theorem 2.11. Conditions are given and discussed in Section 2. Departures 
from stationarity can be quite general (see Section 2) and will yield the bias 
term (3.1) which does not vanish as n + a3 and which can completely 
dominate asymptotic behavior. The derivation depends on a moderate 
deviation result of Heinrich [7] for nonstationary, m-dependent error 
processes, and on a new decomposition of Chanda, Puri, and Ruymgaart 
[4] (see Section 2, condition Dl) which covers linear processes and, hence, 
includes ARMA processes. 
The range of applications of Theorem 3.1 is extremely wide. Alan Welsh 
and the author [23] have carried out calculations emphasizing the potent 
effect of the bias term (3.1) for I,, and least squares estimators of the slope 
parameter when the error distribution is asymmetric. Current work by the 
author (Portnoy [20]) is directed at extending the ideas of Koenker and 
Bassett [lo] to obtain a more general test for both nonstationarity. Other 
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work on the behavior of the L-estimators of Koenker and Portnoy [ 121 
in nonstandard cases is clearly indicated. Finally, it is clear that non- 
stationarity and positive dependence substantially increase the likelihood of 
clumps of outliers, and thus emphasize the importance of using such 
models to compare outlier identification methods. 
2. CONDITIONS 
Using model (1.1 ), conditions on the distribution of the errors (ui} and 
on the design matrix with rows (x:} will be imposed. Following Chanda, 
Puri, and Ruymgaart [4], we introduce the following representation for a 
process which may be called “m-decomposable”: 
Dl. There are random variables wi and vi and 
that 
integers m(n) such 
u, = wj + uj for i= 1, 2, . . . . n, 
where {ui} form an m(n)-dependent (nonstationary) 
satisfy 
sequence and {wi} 
(2.1) 
for n sufficiently large, where c is some fixed constant independent of 0. 
Let Fi(u) and h(u) denote the marginal c.d.f. and density of ui, respec- 
tively, let fii(ui, vi) denote the joint density of (vi, u,), and define 
F(u) = t ,i: FJU). 
,=I 
(2.2) 
D2. The density f.(v) is bounded and differentiable with f( (II) 
absolutely bounded. The joint density fV(ui, u,) is bounded, and F has a 
strictly positive density. 
Xl. There is a constant a, 0 Q a 6 $, such that 
ii, xi{e-F,(F-‘(e))) =O(n”2+u). 
X2. There is v , $<~<a, such that for k=3 and k=4, 
max JIxiJJ =O(n’i4-q) and 
1 <i<n 
i JJxiJlk= O(n). 
i=l 
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X3. Uniformly on llfil = 1, there are constants cl and c2 such that for 
coordinate indices j = 1, 2, . . . . p, 
(2.3) 
uniformly for E < 8 < 1 - E, and 
(2.4) 
X4. There is a positive definite p xp matrix Q0 and a p xp matrix 
E,(8) such that uniformly on E < 6’ d 1 - E, 
where the maximum eigen value of E,(8) satisfies 
~,,,(E,(8)) = O(n-1’4). 
X5. Given {m(n) ) as in condition Dl, define 
n-m(n) i+m(n) 
v, = c c xjx; p+,~F-l(e), u,a-l(e)) 
i=m(n)+ I I=i-m(n) 
-F,(F-l(e)) F,(F-l(e))). (2.5) 
For m(n) = (log n)b for some h > 1 and some positive definite p xp matrix 
C, V, + C uniformly for E d 8 d 1 -a. 
Remarks. (1) Chanda, Puri, and Ruymgaart [4] show that linear 
processes are m-decomposable. In particular, let N denote the integers and 
considers the process 
uj= 1 akzipk, i = 1) 2, . ..) n, (2.6) 
where { zk: k E N} are independent and la, I < cp pk for positive constant c 
and p E (0, 1). Such processes include all standard finite parameter ARMA 
models. To see when Dl holds under (2.6), let m* = [i(m(n) - 1 )] and 
define Zj=&d[i-m*,i+m*l pkem’ Izk 1. If there are constants b and y > 0 
such that for each i, P{Zi > a} <b/a?, then inequality (2.1) will be a fairly 
simple consequence of defining vi = C;f. -,,* akz,+ k, and choosing m(n) to 
tend to +cc strictly faster than log n. This choice for m(n) will be sufficient 
for the application of the large deviation result of Heinrich [7], See 
Chanda, Puri, and Ruymgaart [4] for further details on such processes. 
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(2) In most cases it is possible to impose the Conditions on the 
distribution of {ui} instead of that of {ui}, which may be more natural. 
Clearly, since wi -‘p 0 uniformly, the distribution functions {F,} and F 
must be the same asymptotically for ui and vi. It is also clear that for linear 
processes (2.6), or for any processes with vi and wi independent, D2 holds 
for (ui} if and only if it holds for (ui}. Hence, the representation in 
Theorem 3.1 will hold generally with the marginal distribution of {u,) 
replacing that of {o,}. 
(3) If the marginals (f;) are not drastically far from stationarity, the 
X Conditions will hold for nearly balanced ANOVA designs as well as for 
regression models with appropriately random {xi} (e.g., see Portnoy [ 163). 
Basically, what is required is that h(u) be uniformly bounded above zero 
on [F-i(s), F-‘( 1 -E)] for a positive fraction of the data. Under formal 
models for heteroscedasticity, for example, if fi( u) = f(u/h(x; y )), the X con- 
ditions will hold in probability for random (xi> satisfying appropriate 
smoothness and moment conditions. 
(4) Condition Xl is an assumption about the bias caused by non- 
stationarity, and it can put real restrictions on heteroscedasticity. If a = 0 
the bias and random variability are of the same asymptotic magnitude. 
However, for a positive, Xl does permit the bias to completely dominate 
the asymptotic normality. Again, under appropriate assumptions, Xl can 
be expected to hold in probability even for rather general specification 
of Fi. 
(5) The matrix I’,, (2.5) is the average covariance matrix of the basic 
random vectors {Ri(0)} appearing in the representation of Theorem 3.1. 
Thus, condition X5 is needed to obtain a Central Limit Theorem for the 
regression quantiles. The condition is also needed for the representation 
itself. Condition X5 clearly puts restrictions on the extent of nonsta- 
tionarity, but still permits rather general joint distributions. 
(6) The use of the average F(;(8)=n-’ x F,(8) is not actually 
required by the proof. Any c.d.f. for which the conditions hold may be used 
to replace F, but this definition eliminates the first coordinate of the bias, 
b(8) (see (3.1)); and condition Xl would generally not hold without this 
definition. 
3. THE BAHADUR REPRESENTATION 
The fundamental result here will be proved in a series of lemmas which 
closely parallel those of Theorem 2.1 in Koenker and Portnoy [ 123. Except 
for parts of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, only the m-dependent part, {vi}, will be 
used. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume the conditions of Section 2. With I[ .] denoting 
the indicator function of the event in brackets, define the following: 
p(e) = p - (F- l(8), 0, . . . . 0)’ 
Ri(e)=xi{e-z[v,6F-‘(e)]} 




=tZ -“2Qg1 1 x,(e-&p’(e))). 
1=I 
Note that b(8) is the bias resulting from nonstationarity. Then, for any fixed 
E > 0, 
nlW(e) - B(e)) - b(e) 
=n +‘Q;l i (Ri(e)-ERi(0))+0,(np”410gn) (3.2) 
uniformly for E < e 6 1 - E. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the above conditions, uniformly for E < @ < 1 - E, 
n~“2(8(8)-8(8))-b(8)-,DN,(0,Q,‘cQ,’). 
LEMMA 3.1. Under Condition Xl, uniformly for 0 Q 0 < 1, 
{z[ui~x~(~(e)-~(e))+F~‘(e)]-e) xi=O(n”4). 
i= 1 
Proof From Koenker and Bassett [9, Theorem 3.31, the condition for 
optimality of j?(e) yields 
i=l ish 
where h is the subset of p observations fit exactly by b(e), X, is the matrix 
with rows {xi}, and - 0 < zj d 1 - 0 for j = 1, . . . . p. From Condition Xl, 
llxhzll <p(tr &xh)“* <p2 max (IxiII =o(n”4) 
<p max I/xi)1 = O(n”4). 
The lemma follows using the definition of p(0). 1 
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Now define 
T”(6, e)= f: {Z[Ui6X(6+F-‘(8)]-Z[Uj6F~‘(8)]} X;. 
i=l 
Similarly define T,(6, 0) with ui replacing vi above. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume the Conditions Dl and X2, and let DE T,(& 6) - 
T,,(6, 0). Then for any constant b, 
P{IDI abn’j4} +O as n+co, 
uniformly for all 6 and 8. 
ProoJ Apply the condition that (ui} be m-decomposable. Note that the 
indicator functions in T, and TV are equal unless either J wi 1 2 n - ’ or vi is 
within n-l of an endpoint of one of the inequalities. Let Ai denote this 
latter event. Then, uniformly for all 6 and 0, 
ElDl G f: IIXiII E{IIJwiJ~n-‘]+I[uiEAi]} 
,=l 
Whence, by a first moment Chebyschev inequality, 
P{IDj ~bn”4}~n~1’40(n1’4~~)=0(n~,)~0, 
uniformly for all 6 and 8. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Under Conditions X2, X4, and D2, uniformly for (/611 6 
K(n”‘-“2) and E<tl< 1 -E, 
ET,(6,0) = n&6{ 1 + O(n-‘j4)}. 
Proof: Computing with the aid of a Taylor’s expansion and Condi- 
tions X4 and X2, for some ti near F-‘(O), 
ET&d, 0)= c {F,(x~G+~~‘(~))-F,(~-~(~))} xi 
i= 1 
= ,g, xiX;fi(F-‘(e))} 6+ i Xj(x~S)*f((~,) 
{ i= 1 
683/38/l-8 
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from which the lemma follows since a d a. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume Conditions X2, X3, and D2, and define A = 
1 t:np3’4<I/tll <K(n”-‘I’)). ThenforfixedhEA andE<e<l -E, 
P(IT,(& 8)-ET,(6, O)l >~r~‘/~logn} dce-“‘“g” 
for some constant c depending perhaps on 3,. 
Proof: First apply the “moderate deviation” result of Heinrich [7, 
Theorem 31 to (ui}. Define Hi(~)~Z[v,~~~‘(8)+x~6]-I[u,$~-‘(8)]; 
and in the notation of Heinrich [7], let Xi= (161(P”2 (Hi(e)--EH,(e))x, 
(where xii is the jth coordinate of xi) and 
s, E i xi= 11611 - ’2 (T,(6, e) - ET,(6, e)). (3.3) 
i=l 
Now compute 
B: = Var S, = i i EX,X, 
i=l /=I 
= i VarXi+2’im f EXjX,+k+2 i i EXJ,. 
i= I i=l k=l ,=n- m+l /=r+l 
That is, 
IISII BZ= i xiPi(l-Pi)f2niM f XiiX,+k,i(PI,r+k-PIPl+k) 
i= 1 r=l k=l 
+2 j,+, ,=,i+ * xijxO(Pil- PiPI)? 
where (using Taylor series expansions) 
pi~E~,(e)=~i(F~*(e)+x~6)-~i(P~~(e)) 
= (x;h)f,(P-l(e)) + (x;s)2f;(r,) 
=(X:~)~,(F-‘(~))+O(II~II~ iim 
lpi/I c IEffAQ) H,(e)1 G I(XlS)(X;~)lh/(5i~ 5~)=W~/12 llXil12)~ 
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Whence 
Thus, from Condition X3, the first term is of exact order n; and by X2, the 
error term is o(n) so long as m(n) = O((log n)b) for some constant b. That 
is, Bz is bounded below and above by constants times n, where the 
constants do not depend on 8 for E < 8 < 1-s. 
Now, check the conditions for Theorem 3 of Heinrich [7] using the 
notation of that paper (note that this redefines p). Let p be such that 
(p-2)>2A and p>l/(r~--$), and let q=p. Then M,,(0)=maxiEJJXi(\P 
is bounded by (11611 -‘I2 max, I/xi 11)” = O(np’S’8 ~ “I), where the lower bound 
in A has been used. Therefore, 
Also, for x = (2J. log n)‘/*, m(n)“- ’ xpL, + 0 as n -+ co so long as m(n) 
grows like a power of log n. Finally, for 6 E A, 
E I&) p I[X, > cB,/(m(n) x)] = 0 
for n large enough, since 1X,( is bounded by 
11611 -W [xii1 =O(n”‘Pq’2(logn)“2)=o(B,/(m(n)x)). 
Therefore, the conditions for Theorem 3 of Heinrich [7] hold; and, hence, 
for n sufficiently large, 
P{S,2 (2A logn)1’2 B,} < (1 -@((2/I logn)“‘))(l + Ok-’ xpL,)) 
< ce -llogn (3.4) 
Note that c may be chosen independent of 8 for E < 8 < 1 -s, since the 
bounds on B, (and, hence, on Lnp) are independent of 0 on this interval. 
Finally, for 6 E A, from (3.3) and (3.4), 
for n sufficiently large; and the result follows. 1 
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LEMMA 3.5. Under Conditions X2, X3, and D2, 
sup{IT,(6, @-ET&& e)l:Eee< l-s, 11611 GY(n”-I”)} 
= 0,(n”4 log n). 
Proof: The proof uses the “chaining argument” (e.g., see Pollard [ 151) 
and will only be sketched here since it follows almost exactly the proof of 
Lemma A.2 of Koenker and Portnoy [12]. First restrict 6 to lie in d. 
Consider a covering of [E, 1 - E] x d by spheres of radius np3 and let B 
denote the set of O(n3’P + ‘) ) centers of the spheres. Exactly as in Lemma A.2 
(with 1= 3p + 4), 
P{sup IT,(6,0)-ET,(6, e)l a(3p+4)n”410gn} 
B 
~Cn3(P+‘,e~‘3P+4)logn,0, 
where Lemma 3.4 is used (and c is constant since 1 is a fixed number). 
Now consider two elements (e,, 6,) and (0,, 6,) in the same sphere. 
Exactly as in Lemma A.2 (using Conditions X2 and D2), 
I-w&, e,) -ET@,, e,)i = OW4) 
(since the argument there depends only on marginal distributions of ui). It 
remains to show that 
D12 = IT,(6,, e,)- 2W2, e,)l = 0,(n”4). 
For this, the proof of Lemma A.2 requires that 
‘ty$ {l"l-ujl :{“i, u,}c CF-‘(&), Fpl(l-E)]} >n-5’2} +O. (3.5) 
Here this follows since the conditional density of ui) uj is h,(ui, uj)/f,(uj). 
The marginal f;(u,) is bounded above zero on [F-‘(E), F-‘(1 --E)] and 
AY(ui, vi) is bounded above (by hypotheses); and so 
P{u~E [uj-cK5’*, uj+cK5’*] for&j= 1, . . ..n} 
<c*n(n-l)n-5’2+0, 
and (3.5) follows. Thus, exactly as in Lemma A.2, with probability tending 
to one the sum implicit in D,, is nonzero for at most two summands (since 
the indicator functions in the definition of T, are unequal at most once). 
That is, with probability tending to one, D,, < 2 maxi llxi 11 = O(n114). 
Whence, the result follows for 6 E A exactly as in Lemma A.2. 
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To complete the proof, consider the case 11611 <nF314 and use a 
monotonicity argument like that of JureEkova [S, Theorem 4.11. For 
11611 < np314 and E 6 19 < 1 - E, define 5 = T,(6, @/[I T,(& @II and t(w, 8; 6) = 
<‘T,(6 + w<, 0). Note that t(w, 8; 6) is monotonically nondecreasing in w. 
Choose wI < w2 (depending on 6 and 0 so that 116 + w,[U =x~“). Then 
SUP{IIT,(~, e)ti 4611 0~3’4) = 
= sup{ (t(w, 8; S)l :wl <w < w2, IlSll <n-3’4} 
<sup{Ic(wj,8;6)~:i= 1,2, ~~6~~6n-“4} 
aup{ llU& em IIQ =n-3’4} 
= sup{ IIET,(& e)ii + O,(PZ”~ log n): l[Zll = n-3’4}, 
where the first part of the proof of the lemma can be applied since 
~~8~~ = n-3’4 E A. Thus, from Lemma 3.3, the conclusion follows for all 6 
with llSll < Knn-‘/2. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1. From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 and 
the definition of T(6, e), for s^= /?(O) -/?(O)E A, 
Op(nli4)= i xi(O-Z[u,<F-l(e)])-(T,(&t?)-T,(&tl)) 
i= 1 
- (T,(& 0) - ET,(& 0)) -nQ&l + O(n-“4)). 
Hence, by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5 (for d=@(e) -/I(tI)e A), 
~Qd~(~)-B(~))(l+ W-l/4)) 
=,g,Xi(O-Z[U,<F-‘(0)])+O,(tZ’“lOgn). 
That is, subtracting b(B) from both sides, 
d/*(&O) -p(e)) -b(e) = n-1/2Qe1(i + O(n-1’4))-’ 
x i (Ri(e) - ERi(0)) + 0,,(n-‘14 log n). (34 
i= 1 
This is essentially the desired result (3.2) for 86 Kn”- ‘I*. 
The proof of the theorem is completed by using the monotonicity 
argument of JureEkova [8] once again. Let 




Then from Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5 it can be shown that 
A(6) - &4(d) = Op(n’i4 logn)- i x,(r[u,~F~‘(e)]-Fi(F-‘(8))} (3.8) 
i= 1 
uniformly on 116 /I < Kn” - “?. Using Theorem 3 of Heinrich [7], the last 
term in (3.8) is O,(n”‘). Furthermore, using Condition Xl, 
=nQ,6(1 +O(K”~))-o(n”+“*) (3.9) 
uniformly on 11611 < Kn”- ‘I*. Therefore, from (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and the fact 
that S’A(S)/llSl] . IS monotonically nondecreasing along rays from the origin, 
we have (uniformly on E d 8 6 1 -E), 




l,sll +n II41 W-“4) 
+Op(n”*)+o(nyc’~*):llSll =Krz”‘* 
1 
> K&,(Qs) na+ “’ - op(nu+ ‘I?). 
But by Lemma 3.1, 6 must satisfy FI($)=O(~~“~); and so Ils l^] cannot 
exceed KrP+“‘. Thus, (3.6) holds for all 6, and the theorem is proved. 
Finally, consider B, = npl’*Q;’ C:=, (Ri(0) - ERi(0)). From Condi- 
tion X5, V, = Cov(B,) + Q;’ CQ;’ uniformly for E < 0 < 1 - E; and it is 
again straightforward to check the conditions for Theorem 3 of Heinrich 
[7] coordinate-wise exactly as in Lemma 3.4. Whence, the corollary 
holds. 1 
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